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Dominant Chords

1 
The function of dominant chords  

Dominant chords are chords that offer a variety of possible additions in their 

upper structures. It is the essential tritone (diminished fifth/augmented 
fourth) inside the chord that gives it it harmonic tension.  This interval 

(named “diabolus in musica” many centuries ago) has a lot of inner tension, 

and in a normal  V-situation will consist of 2 leading tones that have a strong 

desire to go back to the tonic.

- The 9th can be regular or flattened. Once there is a b9, the siamese twin of 

this note, the b10 can be present*.

- The 11th is either avoided or if desired as a static note, it will have to be 

raised to a #11.

- The 13th can be regular or flattened.

___________________________________________________________________________________________________
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dim 5th aug 4th

* I am sorry, but I cannot name a note #9, when it is a b10.  The Bb in G7 is not an A#.  

We cannot have two 9ths in a chord, we can have a tension of a minor 3rd above the 

chord though.
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What is very important to realise is that a b9 can have a regular 13th 

accompany it; but once the tension of a b13 is present, the 9th has to be 

altered to a b9 as well.  The sound with a b13th and regular 9th does exist, but 

the b13 is a #5 in that case.  Somehow there is a hierarchy in the tensions 

where the 9th is the first one to become altered and the 13th can follow, or 

not - but not the other way around.

This implies that in fact we can have 3 potential colours for a complete 

dominant chord:

9 - #11 - 13 I name this WHITE (WHT)

b9 - #11 - 13 I name this OCTATONIC (OCT)

b9 - #11 - b13 I name this ALTERED (ALT)

       and the special one:  9 - #5 (AUG)
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Don’t confuse dominant chords with major chords that have a blue note 

added to them.  You’ll find those on the Ist and IVth degree in major and on 

the IVth (more about this chord later) and the  VIth degree in minor.

                                        blue note added to the normal chord

in ma:  I             Ibl.            IV           IVbl.          in mi:    VI             VIbl.

These are non-functional dominant chords, and could even be replaced by 

their normal △7th chords - although this would lead to a dramatic changing 

of colour,  yet not a changing of function.

A special place must be made for the dominant chord on the lowered 7th 
note of the scale. This is a Moll-Dur chord (see the booklet about this); a 

dominant chord with a subdominant function.  The tritone within the chord 

does not give us two leading tones - only one leading tone is present.

       VIIMD             I                           VIIMD             I

        VIIMD            I                            VIIMD            I 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2 
Secondary dominants 

Each chord in a key can be preceded by its own dominant.  It is as if the 

degree sends in his butler to announce him.  This is why I call these chords 
“butler-chords” sometimes.  The butler-chord belongs to the tonality of the 

chord he announces and thus it will be decided by that tonality which 

extensions to use.

         I             (  V )             II                    I            (  V )            II
  b9 and b13 - notes from Dmi

This is less evident if the target is a major chord. Our ears are now 

completely adjusted to having a b9 in a dominant going to a major chord.  It 

adds that third leading tone.  The 13th likes to remain in the major key, so a 
secondary dominant toward a major chord will typically be OCT (see 

chapter 5).

By flattening the 13th as well, we create extra tension.  By not flattening the 

9th, we take some tension away.  Both are possible - but in practising 

situations I like to stick to the OCT (b9 - 13).
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          I                (  V )           IV

Another special dominant chord is the one on the 2nd note of the scale.  It 

would be convenient to quickly say this is the  V of  V - a secondary dominant 

to  V.   When you really listen to the use of this chord in the jazz practice 

though, this analysis proves to be not correct.

The situation of ( V ) V would imply that the first dominant chord could have 

a b9.  And when you play it like that, you can clearly hear that this sounds 

good,  and that the chord functions indeed as the dominant for the V-chord.

      (  V )          V            I

Experience though tells us that this chord is often followed by the II chord; a 

reason more to suspect there is something special about this chord.  And in 

fact we must concluded that the chord is a static chord with no explicit 

tendencies towards V,  built on the second note of the scale.  I therefore name 

it: II-dominant (IIdom). This chord is a static chord with a natural 9th and a 
natural 13th. It is ruled by the fundamental tonality, not by the 5th degree.
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         JJdom          II          V             I

We sometimes find this same situation on the VIth degree as well. In fact in 

this case it is even more clear that we are not dealing with a secondary 

dominant, but with a  VIth degree in a dominant jacket.  The chord is still 

under the power of the tonic, and not a butler for the II.

         I                    VIdom          II

For the chord to be a secondary dominant, we need to have a b9 in the 

chord - changing the melody:

         I                  (  V )              II 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3 
Tritone Substitutes 

In contrast to popular belief, a tritone substitute is not a dominant chord 

with the same function, a tritone away from its source because the 2 chords 
share the same third and seventh.  This might be true on superficial viewing, 

but it must be clear that this is not the objective truth.

       G7               Db7

Although the concept of the tritone substitute can be very handy, it is good 

to realise that notes in a chord will each have their own relationship towards 

the tonic, and the notes of the key.  In the key of C the “f” will be the leading 

tone to the third “e”.  Whether this note is part of the V chord or the IV 
chord, or the II chord.  A “b” is the main leading tone in the key and will 

remain to be that whether we find a G in the bass or a Db in the bass - it will 

still be a “b”. 

Therefore we can only conclude that the tritone substitute is nothing more 
than the second inversion of the V chord with a flattened 5th.
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    G7             G7/D            G7b5/Db
         V                                        T

If we add an “ab” to this chord it might seem the 5th of Db7, but it really is the 

same “ab” that is the b9 on G7 wanting to move to “g”.  The same goes for 

the adding of an “e”. This note is the 13th of G7 and the 3rd in the key - and 

this will not change with another bass note.

                  G7          C                                     G7   /Db    C
                    V            I                                          T            I

The fact that the so-called tritone substitute can be preceded by its own II, as 

in the progression  Abmi7 - Db7 - C is not the proof that Db7 does have a 

right of existence.  The  Abmi7 only does one essential thing: it suspends the 

7th of the chord.
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With the bass-note movement it gives you:

      ( II            T )            I

Which is difficult to notate in our coded chord-symbol system. So in 

practice it becomes:

     Abmi7     Db7         C△ 

   ( T-II          T )            I 

Since the tritone substitute is an inversion of an altered dominant chord, it 

must be obvious that the extensions have to be neutral.  This means that 
as a rule of thumb we can say that tritone substitutes are  WHITE (WHT).

Each dominant on a non-diatonic note of the scale has a specific story to 

tell in its relationship to the key. Although the chords will behave 

themselves as tritone substitutes and will resolve to a diatonic chord half a 
step below, each one of them has a specific relationship to the tonality.

I go through them step by step and will present them to you in the 

enharmonically correct way, with the extensions added:
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         T                   I inversion of G7b5 WHT     “e” possible

       ( T )                 II borrowed from minor WHT     so not A7

        ( T )                IV inversion of C7b5 WHT     “d” possible

      VIblues              V    borrowed from minor WHT     so not D7 !!

       VIIMD             I subdominant chord WHT     could be E7
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The last chord - when going to Ami or A7 can indeed be a tritone 

substitute of E7b5.

       ( T )                VI

Anyhow, all these chords are WHT with the possible - not necessary - 

exception of Gb7.  This chord is of course a second inversion of C7b5 can 

have a “d” between the notes “c” and “e”.  At that point it is an inversion of 

C7b5/9.

      ( V )    IV               ( T )     IV 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4 
The augmented sixthth chord 

Although rarely used in jazz, the augmented sixth chord is too fascinating a 

subject to not share in the context of this booklet.  At its core it has the 
same interval in sound as the dominant chords we spoke about. And of 

course an augmented sixth interval is not the same as a minor seventh, the 

sound is equal.  It is from that reality that the augmented sixth chord was 

used so often in 19th century music as a modulating device.  The chord was 

used as a pivot chord to create a sudden modulation.

The essence of this chord is the raising of the root of an inverted IV chord in 

minor.  This creates an augmented 6th between the bass and the top note - 

hence the name:

 

            IV                    first inversion     raised root
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in c mi:  IV              I               V              I

The phenomenon of the augmented 6th chord is used freely in major as well.  

The chord is just borrowed from its relative minor

in C:   IV               I                 V                I

The augmented 6th chord comes in a few shapes.  Over the centuries these 

have received names - not necessarily because they were used in those 

countries specifically though.  The above is called the German sixth chord.  

The French sixth chord has a “d” instead of the “eb”.  The Italian sixth chord 

in fact has no 7th, it is the most essential shape of this phenomenon.

German sixth chord      Italian sixth chord
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In jazz it is quite a rare chord, but we do find it in the repertoire several 

times:

My Romance 

      ( II         V   )         VI        IV            I / V                    II / V         V

Very Early 

           II Napels          V                   I            VIIMD = IV      I
   in C:                                                        in D:

The augmented 6th chord might not be used so much in jazz compositions, it 

is still a very worthwhile harmonic tool, and it is fascinating to realise once 
more the importance of really looking at the enharmonic truth of each note, 

to see its melodic tendency. 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5 
In practice 

This chapter now leads you to the implementation of all the above. In 

practice we should know what colour lies at the core of each dominant we 
encounter.  V chords in major can be treated a bit more liberal, but most 

dominants have a fixed colour - within a certain tonality of course.

To clarify the system once again: functions between brackets mean that we 

are dealing with a secondary dominant - a butler chord that belongs to the 

tonality of the chord that it is announcing.  Sometimes this chord does not 
even appear - but that is not the fault of the butler.  He simply announced his 

master, to be deceived by an unexpected resolution. 

Someday My Prince Will Come 

        I               (  V )             IV

                                      VI

I give you here all the dominant chords we might encounter in the tonality of 

C major with their basic and structural colour:
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in C major:

C7 ( V ) IV all possible - prefer OCT or Iblues

Db7 T WHT (or OCT)

D7 IIdom WHT

Eb7 ( T ) II WHT

E7 (  V ) VI ALT

F7 IVblues (WHT)

Gb7 ( T ) IV WHT

G7 V all possible       prefer: OCT

Ab7 VIblues WHT

A7 (  V ) II ALT

Bb7 VIIMD or ( T ) VI WHT

B7 (  V ) III ALT

WHT  =

OCT =

ALT  =

- The 11th is either not played, or must be a static #11

- When there is a b9 there is its Siamese twin: the b10
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in c minor:

C7 (  V ) IV ALT

Db7 T WHT

D7 (  V ) V ALT

Eb7 (  V ) VI WHT (could be OCT)

E7 not found

F7 tonic chord* (WHT)

Gb7 ( T ) IV WHT

G7 V ALT

Ab7 VIblues WHT

A7 (  V ) II ALT (with b5)

Bb7 VII or (  V ) III WHT

B7 rarely found

___________________________________________________________________________________________________
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* This chord might be the most fascinating chord in harmony - in all its simpleness. It is a 

dominant chord on a subdominant degree with a tonic function.  Yes, this chord has a 

tonic function in a minor key.  Just alternate Cmi - F7 and you will feel it.  So very 

different than repeating Cmi - Fmi. which is a real tonic-subdominant movement.
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With this information you now could go into your Real Book and add the 

colour of the extensions (WHT, OCT or ALT) to most of the chords.  The 

above gives you the the base of where to start from. 

A very good exercise is to start feeling the extensions by playing simple 
patterns on each chord.  A simple 1-2-3-2-1 and a simple 1-7-6-7-1 (in the 

rhythm of the song) will be eye, brain and ear-opening.  Later of course you 

start combing stuff, but at a certain point it is wonderful to play this exercise, 

since it will open your ear to the reality of harmony.  For more in-depth 

exercises refer to the booklet “How To Work On A Tune”.

You must realise that all the above describes the pure harmonic reality.  It is 

important to understand these principles thoroughly. It is from that 

foundation all kinds of variations can be built.  Especially the suspensions of 

the different notes give the music life and inner movement.

I will give you here a bunch of typical examples in which the normal 

extensions are preceded by suspensions, or where chromatic movement 

creates the some important inner voice movement that makes it a joy to 

listen to real pianists.:

         (  V )                      II
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      (  V )                     IV

       V                          I

    (  V )                    IIdom              II         V            I

                  II

Play the piano as much as you can.  Feel the chords - use mind and intuition.  

To deepen your understanding of harmony is so exciting.  It will make you a 

better player, a better writer, a better arranger, a better listener.  But never 

forget that it is the ear that will be the leading decider, not the limited mind.
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moving from WHT to ALT

moving from sus-9 to OCT

suspension of normal b13 b9 as a passing note

moving 13th
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